
Specification of Competency Standards for the Logistics Industry 

Unit of Competency  

 

1.  Title Implement safety procedures for special logistics operation 

2.  Code LOSGSH302A 

3. Range This unit of competency is applicable to logistics companies involving 

in mid-stream operation and logistics activities performed on barges. 

Practit ioners should be capable to implement special logistics 

operation safely according to the company’s safety guidelines and 

procedures.   

4.  Level 3 

5.  Credit 9 （ for reference only）  

6.  Competency   Performance Requirements 

 6.1 Basic knowledge 

of special  

logistics 

operation 

♦  Understand the concept of special 

logistics operation, including mid-stream 

operation, handling dangerous goods 

containers, loading and unloading 

containers, etc. 

♦  Understand the working procedures and 

work flow of the transport industry 

♦  Understand crane operation and its risks 

♦  Understand the visual requirements for 

container handling and crane operation  

♦  Understand the types and labelling of 

maritime dangerous goods, and their 

characteristics 

♦  Understand the evacuation and handling 

procedures for leakage of marit ime 

dangerous goods 

♦  Understand legislations relevant to 

special logistics operation, guidelines of 

the regulators and industrial standards 

 



 

 6.2 Implement 

special operation 

♦  Assure that  onboard members have gone 

through safety training and are qualified 

♦  Check the crane and cables before 

operation according to procedures and 

instructions 

♦  Operate the crane and load the containers 

according to procedures and instructions 

♦  Pay attention to changes of wind and 

waves and to any sway caused by the 

movement of the crane 

♦  Place different types of dangerous goods 

according to safety guidelines 

♦  Provide suitable facilities for loading and 

unloading containers 

♦  ensure that the workers are equipped with 

suitable personal protection equipment 

such as safety helmet, reflective tabard,  

gloves,  safety shoes,  etc. 

The integrated outcome requirement of this unit of competency is: 7.  Assessment 

Criteria 
(i) Capable to perform special operation safely according to the 

guidelines on special  operation of the transport industry. 

8.  Remarks  


